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dresses, soldiers equipped in gleaming armour, suites of atten-
dants bearing handsome painted vases, such things would
add a pleasant touch of pageantry; and it would therefore be
a spectacle of some magnificence to which the spectators might
look forward.
From early dawn the great semicircle of seats would begin to
fill up. The fee charged for admission was trifling; and most
of the city-residents, at any rate, would be there. Visitors often
came from a distance. The seats consisted of steps either carved
from the rock or constructed of wood or stone; and the use of
cushions was advisable. The space allowed per man, if we may
judge by marks still visible on the slabs, was extremely narrow;
the audience must have been packed like sardines. In the front
row, next the dancing-ring, were carved marble chairs for priests
and other dignitaries. Beyond the stage buildings (there was,
of course, no curtain) the eye might travel across some four
miles of plain to the coast and the wide horizon of the sea.
It would be past noon before the performance was over.
Then the audience would disperse, to muster again on the two
following days for a hearing of the other competitors. At the
close of the festival the verdict was given by judges specially
chosen from the whole citizen body; and it is a tribute to their
perspicacity that they very consistently assigned the prize to
the two great tragedians Aeschylus and Sophocles, Euripides,
their younger rival, was more advanced in his views and corre-
spondingly less popular. What seems certain, moreover, is that
the judges' verdict must have reflected the public taste. The
Athenians were a lively, obstreperous audience and expressed
their approval or disapproval vigorously. We even hear of one
actor who was pelted off the stage. They were critical, too, of the
least error of speech. One unfortunate actor who was guilty of a
mispronunciation no more serious than if 'when' were spoken as
'wen', was a familiar butt for ridicule. There is no more telling
indication of the high level of the Athenians' taste than their

